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MID YEAR CATALOGUE 2010
Pegi Williams Book Shop presents MID YEAR CATALOGUE 2010. 
FREE POSTAGE/DELIVERY applies to all orders and 10% 
SCHOOL DISCOUNT off the RRP of all titles except specials 
which attract extra discount. Selections from this brochure are 
available “ON APPROVAL” and extended payment terms are 
available upon request.

Please number Quantity column alongside corresponding 
numbers on back page Order Form (multiples are available) 
and return to Pegi Williams Book Shop. Books will be supplied 
immediately. 

Specific categories, general selections, individual titles and 
overseas publications can be supplied anytime during the year.  
CHILDREN’S BOOKWEEK SHORTLIST 2010 titles are currently 
available.

Please check out our website for this mailing at: 
www.pegiwilliams.com.au 

CHILDREN’S BOOKWEEK: 21st - 27th AUGUST 2010
THEME: ACROSS THE STORY BRIDGE

Children’s Book Specialists
ABN 76 048 485 891

FREE 

postage/delivery 

in Australia

(Overseas post rates 

enclosed)

(RRP)  (school)
1. April Underhill, Tooth Fairy (Bob Graham)  $27.95 $23.75
High in the sky above Parkville, toothfairies April and Esme Underhill are on their way 
to collect their very first tooth...April and Esme Underhill have never collected a tooth 
before. Mum and Dad always do it. But tonight it’s their turn. So, equipped with a bag, 
a coin and a mobile phone, the sisters head for Daniel Dangerfield’s house, and a very 
unusual first tooth visit!

2. Blue Chameleon (Emily Gravett)  $26.99 $22.95
A lonely little chameleon is so sad he turns blue! He can turn himself into anything and appear 
to fit in anywhere, but it seems that neither the swirly snail, the green grasshopper nor the 
stripy sock want to be friends. Will he ever find someone to talk to? Someone just like him? 

3.  Firefighters Big Book, The (Sue Whiting and Donna Rawlins)  $39.99 $33.99
Step into a child’s world of imaginary play with this energetic book, now in big book 
format perfect for classrooms. Encourage your class to become firefighters and join in 
and pretend with Jack, Mia and Mrs Iverson!

4.  Geronimo Stilton - Mighty Mount Kilimanjaro  
(Geronimo Stilton)  $12.99 $11.70

Rat-munching rattlesnakes! I can’t believe it. I, Geronimo Stilton, just let my super-sporty 
friend Bruce Hyena convince me to go on another one of his extreme adventures. You 
know me-I just can’t say no to a friend! This time, we’re going to be climbing to the top of 
the famouse Mount Kilimanjaro in Africa. Mouldy mozzarella! I’m in no shape for a mountain 
climb. How will I ever make it to the top?

5.  Great Big Book of Families, The  
(Mary Hoffman and Ros Asquith) $27.95 $23.75

What is a family? Once, it was said to be a father, mother, boy, girl, cat and dog living 
in a house with a garden. But as times have changed, families have changed too, and 
now there are almost as many kinds of families as colours of the rainbow. Mary Hoffman 
takes a look at family life: from homes, food, ways of celebrating, schools and holidays 
to getting around, jobs and housework, from extended families, languages and hobbies 
to pets and family trees.

6.  Ned Kelly and the Green Sash  
(Mark Greenwood and Frane Lessac)  $27.95 $23.75

A narrative non-fiction picture book about the life of Ned Kelly and the Kelly Gang, 
Australia’s most infamous bushrangers. The story focuses on Ned as a young man and 
the little known story of the green sash. The text also includes brief biographies and fact 
files on the Kelly Gang, the true story behind the green sash and a detailed list of sources.

7. Now (Morris Gleitzman)  $19.95 $16.96
Set in the current day, this is the final book in the series that began with Once, continued 
with Then and is... Now. Felix is a grandfather. He has achieved much in his life and is 
widely admired. He has mostly buried the painful memories of his childhood, but they 
resurface when his granddaughter Zelda comes to stay with him. Together they face 
a cataclysmic event armed only with their gusto and love – an event that helps them 
achieve salvation from the past, but also brings the possibility of destruction.

8.  Princess and her Panther, The  
(Wendy Orr and Lauren Stringer)  $22.99 $19.55

What do you get when you take one brave, big sister, one not-so-brave little sister, a spooky 
night-time backyard, and heaps of imagination? The most magnificent camp-out ever!

9.  So That’s Where I Came From  
(Gina Dawson and Beth Norling)  $19.99 $16.99

This book is designed for parents and children to read together, opening up 
communication on this important topic. With accurate, up-to-date information and 
illustrations this book is an essential tool in helping adults and children openly discuss 
sexuality, including modern family structures, male and female body parts, natural and 
assisted conception, natural and caesarean birth and why each child is unique.

10. Where There’s Smoke (John Heffernan)  $17.99 $15.29
There’s smoke over the hills, but nobody in Edenville seems too concerned, even though 
it’s fire season and the bush is tinder-dry. Luke has made friends in this town, his mum 
has found a job she likes, and it’s starting to look as if they’ll stay for a while. But Luke 
knows that good things don’t last, and everything he has come to rely on is threatened 
by a much bigger event, one that could destroy everyone and everything.
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AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS (11-32)

11. All Together Now (Phil Cummings and Cassandra Allen)  $13.99 $12.60
Throw your bags on the truck, kids, Throw your bags on the truck. Stop your running amuck, kids, And throw your 
bags on the truck. Dad’s got his work cut out for him, organising the family holiday. Will they ever get there?

12. Anzac Day Parade, The – Australian Edition (Glenda Kane)  $14.95 $13.46
A poignant look at war through the eyes of a former member of the 18th Battalion. Told in rhyme it takes place on 
Anzac Day when an old man and a young boy meet - the young boy wide-eyed and wanting to hear the glories of war 
and death; the old man quietly sad to remember the reality of what was faced.

13. Boy and the Toy, The (Sonya Hartnett and Lucia Masciullo)  $24.95 $22.46
One day a man invented the best toy in the world. He gave the toy to his son. The boy thought the toy was marvellous. 
It could do anything! But as time passed, the boy started to wonder about the toy. Was it really the best toy in the world?

14. Can I Cuddle the Moon? (Kerry Brown and Lisa Stewart)  $24.99 $22.50
A gorgeous, fluffy baby owl is looking for someone to cuddle. While he makes some unusual suggestions-the sun, the 
stars, the moon-wise mother owl looks on, offering advice. A gentle, playful story that concludes with the very best 
type of cuddle-one from Mum! Lisa Stewart’s stunning collage illustrations make this a book to be treasured.

15. Giraffe In The Bath, The (Mem Fox, Olivia Rawson and Kerry Argent)  $24.95 $22.46
A giraffe in the bath - does that make you laugh? Or a frog in the flour? Or a sheep in the shower? An owl with the 
flu? Or a roo on the loo? A crocodile with style - does that make you smile? What makes you laugh? This very funny 
picture book suggests increasingly silly and hilarious possibilities

16. Josephine Wants to Dance (Jackie French and Bruce Whatley)  $14.99 $13.50
Josephine is a kangaroo - who loves to dance. Her little brother, Joey, tells her that kangaroos don’t dance, they hop 
- but Josephine continues to point her toes and leap through the air. When a ballet troupe comes to town and both 
the lead ballerina and understudy are injured, Josephine’s talents are called upon to help save the day. 

17. Magpie (Luke Davies and Inari Kiuru)  $24.99 $22.50
Davies poem Childhood Terror describes in 9 lines the fear of a magpie attack and a boys reaction as his father helps 
him face that fear. Together, author and illustrator have created a wonderful picture book that takes this poem and 
turns into a story of a dog and his pup on a journey to find the magpie

18. Miracle of the Little Wooden Duck, The (Margaret Wild and Dee Huxley)  $24.95 $22.46
Once upon a time there was a little wooden duck that sat on the windowsill of Annie’s bedroom. Every day Annie 
picked up the little green duck and stroked it, wishing it could see and hear and speak to her. But the little green 
wooden duck continued to sit silently on the windowsill, until one day something quite miraculous happened.

19. Monster (Andrew Daddo and Bruce Whatley)  $24.99 $22.50
Some monsters are scary - with pointy teeth and snuffly grunts - and they stink. You’d never invite them to sleep over! 
But there are other monsters that are cute and full of surprises.  Andrew Daddo and Bruce Whatley know a scary, 
funny story about a really lovable monster - but you might want to keep the light on.

20. Mum and Me (Anne White)  $28.99 $26.10
My mum knows just what I like...she makes me toast with vegemite. A little girl and her mum love to laugh, play hide-
and-seek and splash in puddles. But most of all they love being together.This brightly illustrated picture book, told in 
rhyming verse, celebrates all the fun, exciting and special moments in the day of a mother and child.

21. Noah’s Garden (Mo Johnson and Annabelle Josse)  $27.95 $25.16
Noah and his family are living in The Children’s Hospital because his new sister, Jessica, was born with a serious 
medical condition. Normal family life is suspended indefinitely for Noah, but in the true spirit of childhood, he spends 
his days in the hospital garden, creating an imaginary world, longing for the day when Jess can join him.

22. One Funky Monkey (Stacey McCleary and Sue Degennaro)  $27.95 $25.16
A counting book that features some very funky animals engaging in various dances - from hip-hopping elephants to jiving 
giraffes, moonwalking meercats and line dancing lions. Ultimately they all join a conga line as we count through all the animals.

23. Other Bears, The (Michael Thompson)  $24.95 $22.46
Mother and Father Koala are suspicious of the OTHER bears.  They don’t like the pandas and they don’t trust the 
polars.  The black bears are noisy and the brown bears have big teeth. But all their grumpiness melts away, watching 
the littlest bears at play. An eloquent tale about tolerance and acceptance that will appeal to old and young alike.

24. Potato Music (Christina Booth and Pete Groves)  $26.99 $24.30
In our front room is our piano. Mama plays the piano very well. My pa says it makes his toes tap and his feet dance, 
and that it does ... Wherever there is war there is hardship, but wherever there is love there is hope. An uplifting, life-
affirming story about keeping your dreams alive.

25. Queen Victoria’s Underpants (Jackie French and Bruce Whatley)  $24.99 $22.50
Meet Lizzy, whose family are in the clothing industry. Very few people probably know that Queen Victoria made the wearing 
of underpants popular. At the beginning of her reign very few women wore them. But Queen Victoria made tartans, 
perambulators and chloroform fashionable. By the time she died just about every woman in Britain wore underpants like hers.

26. Serpent’s Tale (Gary Crew and Matt Ottley)  $28.99 $26.10
This is a multi-layered picture book for older readers. At the most literal level of the story, a boy demands that his 
mother buy a bracelet or amulet at a fair in the town square. The bracelet looks like a snake chasing or devouring its 
own tail in an endless cycle. Alone in his attic room, the boy puts the bracelet on and falls asleep. At this, the snake 
comes to life in the boy’s dreams, thus telling its story. But what is real and what is not? 

27. Stranded (Jan Ramage and Mark Wilson)  $24.99 $22.50
In 2006, off the coast of Busselton, Western Australia, a world-first rescue attempt was made to save one hundred 
beached whales. Locals worked with conservation officers to return all but one whale to the ocean. This is the story 
of one little whale, and the boy who risked his own life to save him.

28. There’s a Goat in My Coat (Rosemary Milne and Andrew McLean)  $24.99 $22.50
Look inside!  You’ll find lots of playful rhymes from the author of the much-loved children’s song ‘There’s a Bear In 
There’.  This is a fun book of verse for counting, hopping, running, rolling, wriggling, giggling and dancing.
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AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS (11-32)

29. Two Peas in a Pod (Chris McKimmie)  $29.99 $26.99
Marvin and Violet have been friends since they were babies. They are like two peas in a pod. But then Violet moves 
away... With a unique Australian flavour, this story of friendship is both tender and truthful.

30. Why I Love Australia (Bronwyn Bancroft)  $24.99 $22.50
Australia is a continent of many and varied landscapes. Each of them is dramatic and all inspire awe and reverence. 
In this glorious book, Aboriginal artist Bronwyn Bancroft explores both the country and her feelings for it.

31. Wibbly Wobbly Street (Trudie Trewin and Cheryl Orsini)  $26.99 $24.30
Squareton’s streets are straight, smooth and wide-except Wibbly Wobbly Street. It winds up and down, in and out, 
right and left and everywhere in between. It’s a peculiar street full of peculiar happenings! It is the most unusual street 
in dull Squareton-and the town councillors don’t like it at all. Can they straighten it out?

32. You (Stephen Michael King)  $19.99 $17.99
The perfect book to share with a child, parent, friend, or any special person in your life, You is a simple yet extremely 
touching story about how it is the people we love who make the world a beautiful place.

(No 32 From Australian Picture Books) (RRP)  (school)

You (Stephen Michael King)  $19.99 $17.99
The perfect book to share with a child, parent, friend, or any special person in your life, You is a simple yet extremely 
touching story about how it is the people we love who make the world a beautiful place.

Please see below for titles either written or illustrated by Stephen Michael King

33. Amelia Ellicott’s Garden  $12.99 $11.70 42. One Blue Sock  $16.95 $15.26
34. Applesauce and The Christmas Miracle $24.95 $22.46 43. Patricia  $12.99 $11.70
35. Emily Loves to Bounce  $15.99 $14.40 44. Piglet and Granny  $24.95 $22.46
36. Henry and Amy  $15.99 $14.40 45 Piglet and Mama  $14.95 $13.46
37. Leaf  $16.99 $15.30 46. Piglet and Papa  $14.95 $13.46
38. Man Who Loved Boxes, The $12.99 $11.70 47. Pocket Dogs Go On Holiday, The  $15.99 $14.40
39. Milli, Jack and the Dancing Cat $14.95 $13.46 48. Pocket Dogs, The  $15.99 $14.40
40. Mutt Dog  $15.99 $14.40 49. Where Does Thursday Go? $15.99 $14.40
41. Never Ever Before  $27.99 $25.20

STEPHEN MICHAEL KING AUTHOR SPECIAL (33-49)

OvERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS (50-72)

(Includes GST)

 (RRP)  (school)

50. Angelica Sprocket’s Pockets (Quentin Blake)  $29.95 $26.96
Angelica Sprocket lives next door. Her overcoat has pockets galore! And you’ll never guess what’s in them...Prepare 
to be surprised, thrilled and tickled pink by Angelica Sprocket’s never-ending pockets, and the marvellous things she 
keeps in them!

51. Bedtime Hullabaloo (Charles Fuge and David Conway)  $28.99 $26.10
One night in the Silly Savannah a ludicrous Leopard is leapfrogging to bed and a hat-wearing Hyena is half asleep 
when all of a sudden there is a terrible racket! The animals decide to follow the noise, but they are in for a big surprise! 
This is a beautiful picture book for very young children. Charles Fuge’s illustrations are a feast for your eyes.

52. Caterpillar Dreams (Jeanne Willis and Tony Ross)  $29.95 $26.96
Two curly caterpillars dream of all the things they will do when they become butterflies. Autumn comes, and they 
settle down to sleep, eager to wake up and have their dream realised. But Nature has a different dream, a different 
plan for them...
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53. Christian, the Hugging Lion (Justin Richardson and Amy June Bates) $24.99 $22.50
From the moment that Ace and John brought Christian the lion cub home from a London department store, they knew 
they had created a special family. But Christian soon grew too big to live with them in their small apartment, so Ace and 
John flew Christian to Africa to live with other lions. A year later, they went to visit. Would Christian remember them? 

54. Don’t Want to Go! (Shirley Hughes)  $29.95 $26.96
Mum is ill and Dad has to go to work, so Lily will have to go to Melanie’s house for the day. Dad says she’ll have lots 
of fun, but there’s a problem: Lily doesn’t want to go!  Join Lily as she braves Melanie’s house, and realises that doing 
new things needn’t be scary after all...

55. Gobble, Gobble, Moooooo Tractor Book, The (Jez Alborough)  $24.99 $22.50
A wonderfully noisy picture book, featuring brand new characters, from the bestselling creator of The Duck in the 
Truck. While Farmer Dougal sleeps, Sheep and his friends board the tractor and take turns making engine sounds. 
But what if their loud honks, moos and squeaks wake the farmer!? Children will love copying animal noises in this 
joyful story.

56. Gracie the Lighthouse Cat (Ruth Brown)  $29.95 $26.96
One stormy night Grace Darling, the lighthouse keeper’s daughter, spots a ship in trouble on the rocks. At the same 
time the lighthouse cat Gracie spots that a kitten from her new litter has strayed. Grace alerts her father and together 
they take out the lifeboat; Gracie ventures into the dark night and howling wind looking and listening everywhere for 
her kitten.

57. Heart and the Bottle, The (Oliver Jeffers)  $24.99 $22.50
Once there was a girl who was full of wonderment at how the world worked. She shared all her dreams and excitement 
with her father, who always had the answer to every question. That is until one day when his chair was empty, not to 
be filled again - how would the girl ever find meaning from her life again?

58. Hey! What’s That Nasty Whiff? (Julia Jarman and Garry Parsons)  $15.99 $14.40
Hyena spends all day scrubbing, scouring and scooping up everybody else’s mess. But the other animals never lend 
a hand - they just make more and more mess, and they don’t even seem to notice all Hyena’s hard work. So when 
Vulture persuades Hyena to take a well earned holiday, the savannah gets rather stinky...

59.  I’m the Best (Lucy Cousins)  $27.95 $25.16
Dog loves his friends. He thinks they’re brilliant. But he also thinks that he’s the best, and he just won’t stop telling 
them! So what happens when his friends decide to teach him a lesson, by showing him all the things they are best at?

60. Instructions (Neil Gaiman and Charles Vess)  $24.99 $22.50
The reader is invited on a lyrical journey peopled by a cast of mythical characters, with a set of instructions that is both 
intriguing and reassuring. The advice for travelling through a fairytale landscape might just save you from being eaten 
by wolves or being lost for ever, but it is also a charming metaphor for living courageously and taking risks.

61. It’s a Dog’s Life (Michael Morpurgo and Patrick Benson)  $16.95 $15.26
Lula always likes me to go with her to the end of the lane. She loves a bit of a cuddle and a lick or two before the 
school bus comes. ‘Oh Russ’, she whispers. ‘A horse. It’s all I want for my birthday.’ And I’m thinking - ‘Scuse me, 
but what’s so great about a horse? Isn’t a dog good enough.’ 

62. Little Monster Did It! 15th Anniversary Edition (Helen Cooper)  $16.95 $15.26
It was quiet and peaceful in Amy’s house… until Little Monster arrived! Little Monster loves Amy, but he doesn’t love 
the new baby. He starts doing very naughty things. And Amy gets the blame. An enchanting and funny story - with a 
wonderfully mischievous main character!

63. Lively Elizabeth! (Mara Bergman and Cassia Thomas)  $28.99 $26.10
Lively Elizabeth is spirited, cheeky and very much a handful! Watch events unravel as Elizabeth unwittingly starts a 
chain reaction she can’t control.

64. Mary’s Penny (Tanya Landman and Richard Holland)  $27.95 $25.16
This is a story of one farmer, his three children, Franz, Hans and Mary, and an ingenious competition that will determine 
who should inherit the farm. Which of the farmer’s children will be able to fill the house with something that costs a 
mere penny? Will straw do the trick? Will feathers be sufficient? Or will it take something a little more creative?

65. My Mum Has Xray Vision (Angela McAllister and Alex Smith)  $15.99 $14.40
Watch out-Mums know everything! Milo’s mum always knows what he’s up to. She knows when he’s using her 
saucepans to brew up magic spells, and she knows when he’s bouncing on his bed. She even knows when he’s 
wrestling with giant sea monsters in the bath-just how does she do it? There can only be one answer: she must have 
X-RAY VISION! Or does she? 

66. Rhino?  What Rhino? (Caryl Hart and Sarah Home)  $28.99 $26.10
When Rhino escapes from the zoo to a farm he leaves a trail of havoc and devastation. When the poor farm animals end 
up taking the blame for missing food, clothes and toys, they decide Rhino needs to learn a thing or two about manners!

67. Sir Laughalot (Tony Mitton and Sarah Warburton)  $28.99 $26.10
Sir Laughalot is a very brave knight. He needs to find some foes to fight. He has his shield. He has his sword. 
But Laughalot is feeling bored. What can he do? Where can he go? Sir Laughalot is a knight who isn’t afraid of a 
challenge. He’s quite prepared to go out into the world to face any fearsome opponent. However, Sir Laughalot has 
a very different, yet effective way of dealing with his foes, and one that isn’t strictly in keeping with his ‘tough knight 
in armour’ look...

68.  Small Brown Dog With a Wet Pink Nose, A  
(Stephanie Stuve-Bodeen and Linzie Hunter)  $24.99 $22.50

Amelia wants a dog, needs a dog, and believes she simply cannot live without a small brown dog with a wet pink 
nose. But rather than begging or pleading, Amelia decides on a more creative tactic to convince her parents that she 
is ready for a dog. She adopts an imaginary dog named Bones. When he goes missing, it’s only natural that they look 
for him. But what Amelia finds at the end of her search is a real live small, brown dog.  Will she be able to keep it?

69. Stomp, Dinosaur, Stomp! (Margaret Mayo and Alex Ayliffe)  $28.99 $26.10
Meet all your favourite dinosaurs as they stomp, glide and charge through this brilliant book from a bestselling creative 
team. Includes Tyrannosaurus Rex, Pteranodon, Triceratops, Velociraptor, Diplodocus and more.
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OvERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS (50-72)
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JEZ ALBOROUGH AUTHOR SPECIAL (73-90)

(Includes GsT)
(RRP)  (school)

91-94. Billie B Brown (Sally Rippin)  $7.95 $7.16ea
With exuberance, humour and a very cheeky smile, she’s brave, brilliant and bold..meet Billie B Brown. Billie B Brown 
is 100% herself, stands up for what she believes in, protects her friends and does it all in her own special way. With 
a larger than normal font, these books are sure to please the beginner reader.
91. Bad Butterfly 92. Midnight Feast  93. Second-Best Friend  94. Soccer Star

95-98. Bindi Wildlife Adventures (Bindi Irwin)  $9.95 $8.96ea
Come and join Bindi and her friends on their wildlife adventures.
95. Trouble at the Zoo #1  96.  Game Over! #2  97. Bushfire! #3  98. Camouflage #4

99-102. Boy Vs Beast: Battle of the Worlds (Mac Park)  $9.99 $9.00ea
High in energy but low in word count, Boy vs Beast brings reading to new and reluctant readers. Only a wall divides 
Earth from the Beasts of Beastium. Only a boy defends the wall and protects Earth. Kai Masters— border guard and 
beast battler.
99. Aquatan #1 Special $4.99 100. Terradon #2 101. Infernix #3 102. Tornados #4

103-106. Dragons of Wayward Crescent, The (Chris D’Lacey)  $12.99 $11.70ea
The Pennykettle family featured in Chris D’Lacey’s Fire Dragons books, are the stars of this new series for ‘dragon 
loving’  younger readers - full of magic, adventure, and humor. Featuring black and white lined illustrations!
103. Gauge 104. Glade 105. Grabber 106. Gruffen

107-110. Geronimo Stilton Graphic Novels (Geronimo Stilton)  $14.99 $13.50ea
107. Discovery Of America, The #1  109. Coliseum Con, The #3 
108. Secret Of The Sphinx, The #2  110. Following The Trail Of Marco Polo #4 NEW

SERIES SPECIALS (91-131)

(Includes GST)  
(No 55 From Overseas Picture Books) (RRP)  (school)

Gobble, Gobble, Moooooo Tractor Book, The (Jez Alborough)  $24.99 $22.50
A wonderfully noisy picture book, featuring brand new characters, from the bestselling creator of The Duck in the 
Truck. While Farmer Dougal sleeps, Sheep and his friends board the tractor and take turns making engine sounds. 
But what if their loud honks, moos and squeaks wake the farmer!? Children will love copying animal noises in this 
joyful story.

73. Captain Duck  $14.95 $13.46 82 Super Duck  $14.95 $13.46
74. Fix It Duck  $14.95 $13.46 83. Super Duck BOOK AND CD  $19.99 $16.99
75. Hello Beaky  $15.95 $14.36 84. Tall  $15.95 $14.36
76. Hit the Ball Duck  $14.95 $13.46  85. Washing Line  $15.95 $14.36
77. Hug $15.95 $14.36 86. Watch Out! Big Bro’s Coming! $15.95 $14.36
78. It’s the Bear  $16.95 $15.26 87. Where’s My Teddy  $16.95 $15.26
79. My Friend Bear  $16.95 $15.26 88. Where’s My Teddy BOOK AND CD $17.95 $16.16
80. Some Dogs Do  $15.95 $14.36 89. Where’s My Teddy BIG BOOK  $39.95 $35.96
81. Some Dogs Do BOOK AND DVD $19.95 $17.96 90. Yes  $15.95 $14.36

70. Superman: The Story of the Man of Steel (Ralph Consentino)  $16.95 $15.26
With the success of his adventures, Superman is fundamental to the creation of the superhero genre, the character’s 
appearance is distinctive: a blue, red and yellow costume, complete with cape, with a stylised ‘S’ shield on his chest.  
Find out where the legend began, in this comic book style picture book for younger readers.

71. That’s Not Funny! (Jeanne Willis and Adrian Reynolds)  $29.95 $26.96
One day, just for a joke, Hyena puts a banana skin on Giraffe’s path. When Giraffe slips and collides with a tree, a chain 
of unfortunate events begins which involves all the other animals. Hyena laughs and laughs at their misfortune. But the 
other animals have the last laugh when Hyena gets a fitting comeuppance and trips up on his own joke!

72. Young Zeus (Brian G Karas)  $26.99 $24.30
This is the story of how young Zeus, with a little help from six monsters, five Greek gods, an enchanted she-goat, and 
his mother, became god of gods, master of lightning and thunder, and ruler over all. In doing so, he learned a lot about 
family. Who knew that having relatives could be so complicated, even for a god?
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(Includes GsT)
(RRP)  (school)

BOOK + Cd, NOvELTy & PUZZLE BOOKS (132-145)

111-116. Leapfrog Fairy Tales (Various)  $12.99 $11.70ea
Six new titles. Some of our best loved fairy tales, simply retold, by a range of top authors and illustrators. Reading 
Age 4-6.
111. Big Pancake, The 113. Enormous Turnip, The  115. Magic Porridge Pot, The 
112. Chicken Licken 114. Gingerbread Man, The 116. Three Wishes, The

117-118. Monstrum House (Zana Frallion)  $14.95 $13.46ea
Jasper McPhee has been expelled from school countless times.  The Monstrum House School for Troubled 
Children is his last chance.  It looks like a normal school, but Monstrum House is actually a school that trains 
kids to be monster hunters.  A new scary, but not to scary,  series for those who are not quite ready for early 
teenage fiction.
117. Locked In #1 118. Creeped Out #2

119-123. Puffin Classic (Various)  $9.95 $8.96ea
Puffin Classics book characters that have delighted, inspired and entertained children over the years. No matter 
what your age or what you’re into, pick up a Puffin Classic today to find a new friend or rediscover an old one. 
Puffin Classic are new editions, designed to attract the young reader. All editions are complete and unabridged, 
and feature introductions by well known authors such as, Cathy Cassidy, Jacqueline Wilson, Quentin Blake, 
Anthony Horowitz etc.
119. Adventures of Robin Hood  122. Tales from Shakespeare 
120. Extraordinary Cases of Sherlock Holmes  123. Through the Looking Glass 
121. Railway Children

124-127. Space Scout (H. Badger)  $9.95 $8.96ea
From the creators of Zac Power, comes this great new series for boys. It’s the year 3054, and Earth is over-
populated and quickly running out of resources.  The human race needs to move to another planet, and it’s up to 
the space Scouts to find one before it’s too late.  
124. Big Freeze, The #1  126. Jelly People, The #3   
125. Robot King, The #2  127. Shrinking City, The #4

128-131. Zac Power Spy Camp (HI Larry)  $7.95 $7.16ea
Even super boy spies have to learn their awesome spying skills somewhere! First readers can now follow Zac 
Power as he trains for his missions! Join Zac Power at Spy Camp. With a maximum of 50 words per page, Spy 
Camps are packed with illustrations and word art. At only 60 pages, young readers can easily get through them 
and feel a great sense of achievement.

128. Zac Blasts Off #1  129.  Zac Strikes Out #2 130. Zac Cracks Down #3 131.  Zac Climbs High #4

SERIES SPECIALS (91-131)

(Includes GsT)
(RRP)  (school)

132. Big Book of Magical Mix Ups (Hilary Robinson and Nick Sharratt)  $19.99 $17.99
Whether they are turning their embarrassing uncle into an exploding pencil case or their nosy granny into an 
inflatable doughnut, children will have hours of fun creating hundreds of hilarious magic spells using the split pages 
in this brilliant book.

133. Can You See What I See? Treasure Ship (Walter Wick)  $26.99 $24.30ea
Amazing photos accompany a fun search-and-find game by Walter Wick. A pirate ship and a chest of gold take 
readers on a journey through time that leads to the location of purloined treasures. Beginning with a zoom of a 
gold coin, photographs pull back to reveal the story of the coin’s travels from the hull of a pirate ship in the 1700s 
to the shore of a beach town today.
134. Can You See What I See?  Cool Collections 
135. Can You See What I See? Dream Machine 
136. Can You See What I See? On a Scary Scary Night

137. Little Red Train’s Race To The Finish Book And CD (Benedict Blathwayt)  $19.95 $17.96
The nasty Swish Train drivers have challenged Duffy and Jack to a race and the winner gets to keep the Little Red 
Train’s very last route! When the flag goes down, the Swish Train speeds straight out of sight, but there’s worse 
to come . . . There’s oil on the tracks, sheep on the line and someone has switched the points! Can Jack’s quick-
thinking save the day?

138-145. Where’s Wally? Series (Martin Handford)  $16.95 $15.26ea
The search for Wally and his friends continues through more astounding scenes in this new classic title Where’s 
Wally? The Incredible Paper Chase.
138. Where’s Wally? Incredible Paper Chase NEW 142. Where’s Wally?  In Hollywood 
139. Where’s Wally? 143. Where’s Wally? The Wonder Book 
140. Where’s Wally Now? 144. Where’s Wally? The Great Picture Hunt! 
141. Where’s Wally? The Fantastic Journey 145. Where’s Wally: The Ultimate Travel Collection $24.95 $22.46
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AUSTRALIAN NOvELS (146-174)
(Includes GST)  

(RRP)  (school)

146. Arnie Avery (Sue Walker)  $14.95 $13.46
Ain’t it weird how your life can turn around? What could be worse than fighting Jacko? Being in big trouble at school? 
Your friends deserting you? Your family acting like a bunch of aliens? Lately, nothing’s going right for Arnie. Then one 
day everything changes ... This story deals with the issues of grief and growing up with humour and sensitivity.

147. Aussie Chomp – Captain Stella (Ruth Starke)  $12.95 $11.66
Stella’s parents are going for a holiday and Stella is left behind with Granny Bee. Her holidays are looking bleak. But 
when the fusty old op shop that Granny Bee volunteers at is in danger of being closed down, Stella seizes the chance to 
give it a makeover and save the day. And with help from a cast of zany community characters, she might just pull it off.

148. Aussie Chomp - Mobile Phone Detective (James Moloney)  $12.95 $11.66
Renton has joined his dad in France for a holiday. But when they accidently stumble across a drug dealer’s meeting, 
Renton’s father is kidnapped. Can Renton rescue his father in time?

149. Aussie Nibble – Jamie Spy and the Great Cookie Mystery (Christina Miesen)  $12.95 $11.66
When Jamie Spy’s mother finds that all the cookies she has baked for the Annual Spy Meeting’s afternoon tea have 
disappeared, Jamie goes on a mission to discover the culprit. Is it his grandfather? His little sister Sadie Spy? His 
father? Jamie investigates each member of his secret agent family and finds bits of incriminating evidence everywhere. 
But who really ate the cookies? Jamie puts two and two together, and comes up with a surprising result.

150. Aussie Nibble – Squidnapped! (David Metzenthen and Stephen Axlesen)  $12.95 $11.66
A little girl named Holly takes a baby squid from the sea. She calls him Mr Googly, and is fascinated by his speediness 
and his ability to change colour. As she wanders along the beach, showing her prize catch to beachgoers, she 
becomes lost. Her parents are worried and begin to look for her. Meanwhile, the parents of the little squid also worry 
about their missing baby. 

151.  Aussie Nibble – Strange Little Monster (Sue Whiting and Stephen Michael King)  $12.95 $11.66
Sasha is a strange little monster. She doesn’t like roaring and rumbling like her parents and her sisters, Hissy and Grissy. 
She’d much rather play the flute with her granddad. But when she discovers that her mum and dad are worried about 
her because she’s so very different from the others, she makes an effort to roar and rumble with the best of them.

152.  Belmont and the Dragon Book 4: Danger in Redwitch Village  
(Mike Zarb and Robin Gold)  $14.95 $13.46

Three Beastly Bedraggled Batniks have stolen a top-secret compound called Kablooey, and it’s up to Belmont and 
Burnie to save the day. The two friends pursue the batniks deep into Redwitch Village, where they come face-to-face 
with ‘The Boss’, whose true identity is shrouded in mystery. Can Belmont and Burnie prevent Old York from being 
blown into itsy-bitsy, teensy-weensy pieces? And just what in tarnation is a Kablooey, anyhoo?

153. Chicken Stu (Nathan Luff)  $15.99 $14.40
Stu is a wuss. A weakling. A soft city kid. A chicken. His cousins are tough. Daredevils. Farm kids who look like they 
sprinkle steroids on their Weet-Bix. When Stu is packed off to the country for the summer, he has to face the dangers 
that lurk behind every tree: demonic lambs, yabby-infested tanks, raging creeks and, worst of all, his cousins.

154. Diary of a Would be Princess Book 3 (Jessica Green)  $15.99 $14.40ea
In Diary of a Would-Be Princess 3 Jillian faces her biggest challenge yet: high school. New school, new teachers, new 
Princesses. She’s sure she’s going to be more of an outsider than ever. But could Jillian be about to become popular?
155. Diary Of a Would Be Princess Book 1  156. Diary of a Would Be Princess Book 2

157. Duck For a Day (Meg McKinlay and Leila Rudge)  $12.95 $11.66
What would you do to take care of the class duck for a day? When Mrs Melvino brings in a new class pet, a duck 
called Max, all of the students, especially Abby, want to take Max home for the night. But Max has strict demands 
and turns out to be a mischevious class pet! 

158. Eddie Innocent: Destiny’s Right Hand (Michael Wagner)  $14.95 $13.46
Fourteen-year-old Eddie Innocent hopes to one day become a journalist. Now he has won a chance to write for the 
Junior Herald. The only problem is the newspaper’s editor wants Eddie to stick to ‘the three Ps of kids’ journalism: 
puzzles, pets and prizes. But Eddie has an uncanny ability to find the most bizarre supernatural stories unfolding in 
his city. Enter Destiny, a girl with a transplanted right hand that has a mind of its own and is making her steal things 
... or so she says.

159. Elemental (Steve O’Connor)  $16.95 $15.26
It’s the year 2050. It’s a city with ziprams that screech across the horizon and hyperboards that zoom through the 
air. Three teenagers - Zeb, Willis and Arizona - are drawn to a new kind of games console and a weird demo game 
supplied to them by a mysterious stranger named Grimble Dower. It’s a game of superior graphics and challenges, 
and Zeb is soon unable to resist playing. But his growing addiction leads to danger as he becomes drawn into Grimble 
Dower’s dark world.

160. Girl Like Me, A (Penny Matthews)  $19.95 $17.96
Their lives couldn’t be more different, but Emmie can’t help liking Bertha Schippan. She’s funny and knowing and 
wild, and she distracts Emmie from the monotony of farm life in their tiny, isolated community. But, as Emmie soon 
discovers, Bertha has secrets. Terrible secrets. This heartbreaking story is based on a real crime that took place more 
than a century ago, capturing headlines all around Australia. Age 15+

161. Grim and Grimmer Book 1: Headless Highwayman, The (Ian Irvine)  $16.99 $15.30
If Ike had stayed home that Tuesday, he would not have betrayed a princess or robbed a murderous queen. He would 
not have been tied to an insane imp desperate to eat his liver. He certainly would not have floated across a strange 
land on an impossible rescue mission, powered by exploding manure...

162. Harriet Bright: The Star You Are (Claire Craig and Melanie Feddersen)  $14.95 $13.46
This is the second book in a series about nine-year-old Harriet Bright. It contains three hilarious stories about Harriet 
and her best friend, Melly Fanshawe, and has lovely illustrations throughout.

163.  I Love you Zelda Bloo (Gretel Killeen)  $19.95 $17.96
Zelda is unimpressed when her mother suggests they spend the Christmas holidays in a remote village deep in the 
mountains to film a documentary about child soldiers. Zelda is used to staying in luxury resorts like the rest of her 
friends, not slumming it in tiny, backward villages with no mobile reception or running water. When their dilapidated 
plane crashes in the mountains, fatally injuring both her mother and the pilot, Zelda’s life takes on a shape she never 
would have imagined.



(Includes GsT)
(RRP)  (school)
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AUSTRALIAN NOvELS (146-174)

164. Let Me Whisper You My Story (Moya Simons)  $14.99 $13.50
Rachel is German and Jewish and living in Leipzig,Germany. With the outbreak of World War II, their lives are changed. 
The family are forced to move from their comfortable home into cramped housing, and when the Nazis arrive to finally 
take the family away they don’t know what is to become of them. But Rachel’s father gives her instructions that save 
her life. He also tells her not to speak. Rachel remains quiet for the rest of the war, but what happened to her family? 

165. Lightning Strikes- Sucked Out (John Parker)  $12.95 $11.66
When there’s a creature on the loose in the school heating system, Zainey and Dan need to capture it before it finds a 
new home, or a new host!  Sucked Out is the second title in the Lightning Strikes series by John Parker.

166. Littlest Witch, The (Martine Allars)  $14.99 $13.50
What do 12-year-olds wish for on their 13th birthdays? For triplets Gwen, Rain and Nel, it certainly wasn’t what they 
got! Gwen discovers she’s a witch with a destiny, Rain finds out she’s a vampire and Nel finds out she’s an elf!

167. Oracle (Jackie French)  $16.99 $15.30
Nikko’s sister is both cursed  and blessed, she tells the truth. Once condemned to death, now the greatest acrobat 
the court of Mycenae has ever seen. Thetis enchants kings and princes. But she is mute. If she speaks again can 
Mycenae’s rulers stand to hear the truth?

168. Rascal’s Shadow (Paul Jennings and Bob Lea)  $9.95 $8.96
In this fifteenth book of the series Rascal is scared of a scary shadow. All the dragons are scared of scary shadows! 
But Rascal finds a way to let the light in. In Ben’s world, dragons exist like dogs and fulfil all the doggy functions with 
dragon overlays like having two heads or being able to fly and breathe fire. These peculiarities go unremarked.

169. Red Dirt Diary (Katrina Nannestad)  $14.99 $13.50
Blue Weston’s life is spiralling out of control. Her parents are sending her to boarding school next year. Her mad twin 
brothers are building pig chariots in the back shed. Her best friend has been abducted by zombies and replaced with 
a boy-crazy tween.... It’s New Years Day, and Blue has resolved to keep a diary of the years’ events. It will be another 
hard year of dust storms and drought on her family’s farm - with the odd leech attack and bagpipe-loving pig thrown 
in for good measure! 

170. Send Simon Savage (Stephen Measday)  $16.99 $15.30
Simon’s father has drowned under mysterious circumstances and Simon wants to know why. So when two secretive 
men turn up with classified information and an offer of a place in an elite school, Simon jumps at the chance-not least 
because these men seem to know more about his father than they’re letting on. This however, is no ordinary school, 
it is one of the worlds most secret organisations: The Time Bureau and Simon has been hand chosen for training. 

171. Skoz the Dog: Up In The Air (Andrew Daddo and Judith Rossell)  $12.99 $11.70
The problem with being a sleepwalking dog is you don’t have a clue where you are when you wake up! When Skoz 
finds himself falling from a great height - with no parachute - he has no idea how he got there. Lucky he has those 
floppy ears... How is our sleepwalking dog going to get himself out of this one?

172. Stick Dudes – Champions of the World (Felice Arena)  $9.99 $9.00
The Stick Dudes have World Cup Fever! But their dream of playing soccer and meeting their hero Roberto Rocket 
means facing schoolyard nemesis Meeval ‘the Evil’ on the pitch. Can they pull off the perfect game?

173. Stick Dudes – Secret Four-Ce (Felice Arena)  $9.99 $9.00
The Stick Dudes are back out on their own in a series focusing on their humorous antics during the average day in the 
life of an under-10 year old boy. In The Secret Four-ce, Ben and his friends uncover a thief in their very own school-
but who could it be? There is only one thing the Stick Dudes can do-form the ace spy team ‘The Secret Four-ce’ and 
attempt to uncover the culprit!

174. Vulture of Sommerset (Stephen M Giles)  $14.99 $13.50
Evil Uncle Silas is dead, but his spirit still haunts Sommerset - even in death he will not let go of his nephew and nieces. 
Milo is troubled by nightmares of the Uncle who tried to steal his body and a dark secret he must hide from his cousins; 
Adele is enthralled by the journals of Captain Bloom and his adventures in the jungles of Budatta; and snooty Isabella 
is plotting her way to even greater fame and fortune. The action packed sequel to Silas and the Winterbottoms.

ORdER ONLINE NOW!
www.pegiwilliams.com.au



(Includes GST)  
(No 7  from Highlights) (RRP)  (school)

Now (Morris Gleitzman)  $19.95 $16.96
Set in the current day, this is the final book in the series that began with Once, continued with Then and is... Now. Felix 
is a grandfather. He has achieved much in his life and is widely admired. He has mostly buried the painful memories 
of his childhood, but they resurface when his granddaughter Zelda comes to stay with him. Together they face a 
cataclysmic event armed only with their gusto and love – an event that helps them achieve salvation from the past, 
but also brings the possibility of destruction.

(Includes GST)  
 (RRP)  (school)
204. An Elephant in the Garden (Michael Morpurgo and Michael Foreman)  $19.99 $18.00
It’s 1944. Elizabeth’s father is fighting with the German army on the eastern front. Her mother works at Dresden zoo, 
where her favourite animal is a young elephant named Marlene. When the zoo director tells her the dangerous animals 
must be shot to prevent them running amok when the town is bombed, Elizabeth’s mother moves Marlene into the 
back garden to save her... and then the bombs start to fall. Their home destroyed, Elizabeth and her family must flee 
the bombed-out city and through the wintery landscape, all the while avoiding the Russian troops who are drawing 
ever closer. It would be hard enough, without an elephant in tow...

205. Cardturner, The (Louis Sachar)  $24.99 $22.50
A 17-year-old boy, a rich blind uncle, an attractive girl and a mother who is looking forward to an inheritance create 
a heady and exciting cocktail of opportunity. A truly original romance, coming of age and mystery novel from the 
bestselling author of Holes.

206. Charlie Small Book 9: Planet of the Gerks (Charlie Small)  $14.95 $13.46
Something happened to Charlie when he was just eight years old. He went on a journey - and he’s been trying to get 
back for over four hundred years! Yikes! Charlie has been whisked into outer space. Get ready for alien encounters 
and a totally cosmic adventure. Will Charlie EVER get safely back home?

207. Cherub Book 11 – Brigands MC (Robert Muchamore)  $17.99 $16.20ea
Dante Scott still has nightmares about the death of his family, brutally murdered by a biker gang. Dante is given the 
chance to become a member of CHERUB, a trained professional with one essential advantage: adults never suspect 
that children are spying on them. But when Dante joins James and Lauren Adams on a mission to infiltrate Brigands 
Motorcycle Club, he’s ready to use everything he’s learned to get revenge on the people who killed his family ...Age 13+
208. Recruit, The #1 212. Divine Madness #5 215. Mad Dogs #8
209. Class A #2 213. Man Vs Beast # 216. Sleepwalker, The #9
210. Maximum Security #3 214. Fall, The #7 217. General, The #10
211. Killing, The #4

218. Diary of a Wimpy Vampire (Tim Collins)   $14.99 $13.50
Nigel Mullet was transformed into a vampire when he was still a teenager, and so is doomed to remain this age 
forever. And because he became a vampire at the awkward age of 15, Nigel must spend eternity coping with 
acne, and a chronic ineptitude with girls. So how can he break this curse and get noticed by the love of his life, 
Chloe Sparrow?

219-220. Fetlocks Hall (Babette Cole)  $14.99 $13.50ea
Penny Simms is pony-mad and is thrilled when she wins a scholarship to Fetlocks Hall, an equestrian boarding 
school. But Fetlocks Hall is no ordinary school - besides schoolwork and riding lessons, Penny has the opportunity 
to acquire secret knowledge about horses as well as find out about the magical unicorn world of Equitopia.

219. Unicorn Princess, The #1 220. Ghostly Blinkers, The #2
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OvERSEAS NOvELS (204-241)

MORRIS GLEITZMAN AUTHOR SPECIAL (175-203)

175. Adults Only  $14.95 $13.46
176. Aristotle’s Nostril  $14.95 $13.46
177. Belly Flop  $14.95 $13.46
178. Blabber Mouth  $14.95 $13.46
179. Boy Overboard  $16.95 $15.26
180. Bumface  $16.95 $15.26
181. Deadly! 6 in 1  $19.95 $17.96
182. Doubting Thomas  $16.95 $15.26
183. Gift of the Gab  $16.95 $15.26
184. Girl Underground  $16.95 $15.26
185. Give Peas a Chance $16.95 $15.26
186. Grace  $19.95 $17.96
187. Misery Guts  $14.95 $13.46
188. Once  $16.95 $15.26
189. Other Facts of Life  $16.95 $15.26

190. Puppy Fat  $14.95 $13.46
191. Second Childhood  $14.95 $13.46
192. Sticky Beak  $14.95 $13.46
193. Teacher’s Pet  $16.95 $15.26
194. Then  $19.95 $17.96
195. Toad Away  $16.95 $15.26
196. Toad Heaven  $16.95 $15.26
197. Toad Rage  $16.95 $15.26
198. Toad Surprise  $16.95 $15.26
199. Two Weeks the Queen  $14.95 $13.46
200. Water Wings  $16.95 $15.26
201. Wicked! 6 in 1  $19.95 $17.96
202. Worm Story  $14.95 $13.46
203. Worry Warts  $14.95 $13.46



(Includes GsT)
(RRP)  (school)
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221. Geronimo Stilton Karate Mouse (Geronimo Stilton)  $12.99 $11.70
Geronimo Stilton gets caught up in the World Karate Championships, thanks to the efforts of Bruce Hyena and 
Piccolo Tao, Bruce’s super-sporty cousin. Geronimo only has a week to become real champion material! Will 
Geronimo manage to overcome his fears in order to win the competition?

222. H.I.V.E Book 5 – Rogue (Mark Walden)  $16.99 $15.30ea
The leaders of the world’s villainous forces are being picked off one by one in a series of mysterious attacks and 
Dr Nero is forced to take temporary control of G.L.O.V.E. He then discovers that Otto, who has now been missing 
for several months, is leading the attacks. Wing and Raven find themselves in a deadly race against time to track 
Otto down before the other G.L.O.V.E. assassins get to him.
223. H.I.V.E. #1  225. Escape Velocity #3  
224. Overlord Protocol, The #2 226. Dreadnought #4
227. Molly Moon and the Morphing Mystery #5 (Georgia Byng)  $14.99 $13.50ea
In this sizzling new story Molly Moon is recruited by a team of top hypnotists to take her talents to the extreme. 
Cue Hypnotism, the Ancient Art Explained – Volume II which lies in the hands of a master hypnotist gone rogue. 
Molly’s mission is to track down this tome and tackle the most difficult mind trick of all: morphing.
228. Molly Moon’s Incredible Book of Hypnotism #1 
229. Molly Moon Stops the World #2  
230. Molly Moon’s Hypnotic Time Travel Adventure #3 
231. Molly Moon, Micky Minus and the Mind Machine #4
232. Star Wars – DK Reader – Deathstar Battles (Simon Beecroft)  $9.95 $8.96
Designed to engage even the most reluctant reader, this fun-packed “The Clone Wars Reader” is all about the 
indomitable Death Star. Discover more about the Empire’s deadliest weapon, finding out what it’s capable of and 
its fatal flaw. Packed with pictures of the Death Star from “The Clone Wars” series, it’s an out-of-this-world read.

233. Star Wars – DK Reader – Join the Rebels (Catherine Saunders)  $9.95 $8.96
Designed to engage even the most reluctant reader, this fun-packed “The Clone Wars Reader” is all about the 
brave members of the Rebel Alliance. Meet Luke Skywalker and his friends as they battle against the evil Galactic 
Empire. They’ll join the brave members of the Rebel Alliance and learn exactly what it takes to be a Rebel. Packed 
with pictures from “The Clone Wars” series, it’s an out-of-this-world read.

234. Stravaganza City of Ships (Mary Hoffman)  $16.99 $15.30
Set in Classe (Ravenna in our world), the Stravagante is Isabel, a younger twin by a matter of minutes. Her 
talisman is a pouch of silver mosaic tiles and she stravagates to Classe, where she is met by Flavia, a successful 
female merchant who trades spices, silks, tapestries, and whose son is an outcast and a pirate. Isabel finds that 
Classe and Bellezza are under threat from attack by the fierce Gate people. What can she do to help save the city? 

235. Thea Stilton #3: Thea Stilton and the Ghost of the Shipwreck (Thea Stilton)  $14.99 $13.50ea
During a marine biology lesson at Mouseford Academy, the Thea Sisters learn about a mysterious shipwreck off 
Whale Island. According to legend, a very rare diamond called Jasmine’s Heart was on the ship when it sank. 
When biology teacher Professor Van Kraken disappears, the Thea Sisters have to dive into the deep ocean to 
find him and the jewel.
236. Thea Stilton and the Dragon’s Code #1  237. Thea Stilton and the Mountain Of Fire #2
238. Toby and the Secret of the Trees (Timothee De Fombelle)  $18.95 $17.06
This is the second and final part of the thrilling adventure of heroism and friendship in an unforgettable miniature 
world. Toby’s world is under greater threat than ever before. A giant crater has been dug right into the centre of 
the Tree, moss and lichen invade the branches, and one tyrant controls it all. 

239. Triskellion Book 3: Gathering, The (Will Peterson)  $16.95 $15.26ea
Third and final instalment in the paranormal adventure trilogy. Having narrowly escaped the clutches of the Hope 
Project, Rachel and Adam begin a new life in Australia. Their tranquillity is shattered by the reappearance of 
Gabriel and the terrifying adventure that they had hoped was over begins again. Hunted by enemies, old and new, 
their journey to discover the third, and final, Triskellion takes them home to New York, where they finally learn the 
chilling truth about their ancestry.
240. Triskellion #1  241. Burning, The #2

LOUIS SACHAR AUTHOR SPECIAL (242-260)

OvERSEAS NOvELS (204-241)

(Includes GST)  
(No 205 From Overseas Novels) (RRP)  (school)

Cardturner, The (Louis Sachar) $24.99 $22.50
A 17-year-old boy, a rich blind uncle, an attractive girl and a mother who is looking forward to an inheritance create 
a heady and exciting cocktail of opportunity. A truly original romance, coming of age and mystery novel from the 
bestselling author of Holes.
242. Boy Who Lost His Face $14.95 $13.46 252. Marvin Redpost Why Pick On Me? $14.95 $13.46
243. Dogs Don’t Tell Jokes $14.95 $13.46 253. More Sideways Arithmetic Wayside School $14.95 $13.46
244. Holes $15.95 $14.36 254. Pig City  $14.99 $13.50
245. Marvin Redpost A Flying Birthday Cake? $14.95 $13.46 255. Sideways Arithmetic From Wayside School $14.95 $13.46
246. Marvin Redpost A Magic Crystal? DUE SEPT $14.95 $13.46 256. Sideways Stories From Wayside School  $14.95 $13.46
247. Marvin Redpost In His Teacher’s House $14.95 $13.46 257. Small Steps  $15.95 $14.36
248. Marvis Redpost Class President $14.95 $13.46 258. There’s a Boy in the Girls Bathroom  $14.95 $13.46
249. Marvin Redpost Is He A Girl? $14.95 $13.46 259. Wayside School Gets A Little Stranger  $14.95 $13.46
250. Marvin Redpost Kidnapped At Birth $14.95 $13.46 260. Wayside School Is Falling Down  $14.95 $13.46
251. Marvin Redpost Super Fast, Out Of Control! $14.95 $13.46
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COMMONWEALTH ANd WORLd CUP COUNTRIES 
HOT TOPIC SPECIAL (261-352)

All available titles in a particular series have been included.  
Commonwealth Countries are shown with CC, and countries competing in the World Cup are shown with WC.

(Includes GST)  
 (RRP)  (school)

261-264.  Commonwealth Games 2010 (Cameron MacIntosh)  $29.95 $26.96ea
Today there are 53 member nations in the Commonwealth. They work together to promote democracy, world peace, 
human rights and free trade. They also come together every four years to take part in the Commonwealth Games. 
The Commonwealth Games 2010 series provides information about the Commonwealth as well as lots of interesting 
facts about the history of the Commonwealth Games and the Games in India in 2010.
261. Australia at the Commonwealth Games 263. History of the Commonwealth Games 
262. Delhi Commonwealth Games 2010 264. India: Host Nation 2010

265-292. Country Explorers (Various)  $12.95 $11.66ea
Engaging photographs, colorful designs, and informative, accessible text combine in this beginning geography series. 
World and country maps show the country’s location and geographical features. Extensive back matter includes a 
description and traceable image of the country’s flag, as well as a Fast Facts section identifying the capital, main 
landforms, rivers, population, and more. Age 7+
265. Argentina WC 272. Greece WC 279. Kenya CC 286. Poland
266. Australia CC/WC 273. India CC 280. Madagascar 287. Russia
267. Brazil WC 274. Indonesia 281. Mexico WC CC/WC 288. Saudi Arabia 
268. Canada CC 275. Iran 282. Nigeria 289. South Africa CC/WC
269. China 276. Israel 283. Norway 290. South Korea WC
270. Egypt 277. Jamaica CC 284. Pakistan CC 291. Venezuela
271. France WC 278. Japan WC 285. Phillipines 292. Vietnam

293-303. Countries In Our World (various)  $35.99 $32.39ea
How do the population, landscape and politics of different countries compare to others?  Which countries are at 
war and which have good international relationships?  Where do people go when they settle overseas, and how has 
migration spread different cultural beliefs around the globe?  This series explains our interconnected world by looking 
at the links between different countries. Age 10 +

293. Australia In Our World CC/WC  299. Russia In Our World
294. Egypt In Our World NEW  300. South Africa In Our World CC/WC
295. Iraq In Our World  301. Spain In Our World WC
296. Italy In Our World WC NEW 302. Sudan In Our World
297. Kenya In Our World CC NEW  303. United Kingdom In Our World CC NEW
298. Pakistan In Our World CC NEW

304-311. Discover Countries (Various) $37.99 $34.20ea
Each title looks at each country through a variety of themes such as location, landscape and climate, population and 
health, settlements, family life, religion and beliefs, education and learning, employment and economy, industry and 
trade, farming and food, transport and communications, leisure and tourism and environment and wildlife. Includes 
maps, statistics panels and simple graphs and charts; and a topic web showing links with this series to other subject 
areas. Age 10+

304. China 306. India CC  308. Nigeria CC/WC 310. Turkey 
305. France WC  307. Japan WC  309. Pakistan CC  311. United Kingdom CC

312-322.  Letters From Around the World (Various)  $22.95 $20.66ea
These volumes explore the lives of children from countries around the world, by way of their correspondence with a 
pen-pal. The children introduce their families and describe their everyday activities. In doing so, they allow the reader 
to understand something of the geography of the title nation, as well as the food, education system, leisure activities 
and types of employment available to its inhabitants. Age 7+

312. Bangladesh CC 315. China  318. Indonesia 321. South Africa CC/WC
313. Brazil WC  316. France WC  319. Jamaica CC 322. Spain WC
314. Canada CC  317. Germany WC  320. Kenya

323-330. This Is My Culture (Various)  $29.95 $26.96ea
This series will help children develop an understanding of the various cultural groups that have contributed to the 
Australian identity. Each book presents information from the point of view of a child who is a member of the particular 
cultural group and explores his or her experiences as they relate to everyday life. Ages 7+.

323. China 325. Greece WC 327. Italy WC 329. Thailand
324. Egypt 326. Indonesia 328. Samoa CC 330. Vietnam 

331-342. We’re From Series (Various)  $19.95 $17.96ea
Join us on a tour around the world and visit a variety of exciting countries. Using real case studies, this series 
shows the reader what it is really like to live in these countries. Information on family life, schools, transport, 
landscapes, food, festivals, weather and climate is included. Age 5+

331. Australia CC/WC  334. Egypt  337.  Indonesia 340. Kenya CC
332. Brazil WC 335. Greece WC  338.  Italy WC  341. Mexico WC
333. China  336. India CC   339. Japan WC  342. Pakistan CC

343-352. World Alphabet (Various) 
The World Alphabet series explores the various countries from A – Z. All the books in this series are written and/or 
photographed by a national author or an author with strong cultural and family ties to the area.

343. A is For Africa  $15.95 $14.36 348. K is For Korea WC  $27.95 $25.16
344. B is For Bangladesh CC  $27.95 $25.16 349. M is For Mexico WC  $27.95 $25.16
345. C is For China   $15.95 $14.36 350. P is for Pakistan CC  $15.95 $14.36
346. E is For Ethiopia  $27.95 $25.16 NEW 351. T is or Turkey  $27.95 $25.16
347. J is For Jamaica CC  $15.95 $14.36 352. W is For World  $15.95 $14.36



(Includes GsT)
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353-355.  Beautiful Game, The (Narinder Dhami)  $16.99 $15.30ea
Friends and football the perfect match. The books are about five girls who all absolutely love football. Hannah, Lauren, 
Katy, Jasmin, Grace and Georgie.  They might all love football, but they all have very different personalities. Age 12+
353. Georgie’s War NEW 354. Hannah’s Secret  355. Lauren’s Best Friend

356-361. David Beckham Academy  $12.95 $11.66ea
The David Beckham Academy is a football training and education centre for young players. The Academy offers state-
of-the-art facilities in which to train and learn about health and fitness. These action-packed stories centred around 
fictional characters at The David Beckham Academy, illustrated with cool black-and-white line art.
356. Twin Trouble #1 358. Save The Day #3 360. Away From Home #5 NEW
357. Le Football #2 359. Bossy Boots #4 361. Captain Incredible #6 NEW

362. Football 2: The Ultimate Guide (Dorling Kindersley)  $35.00 $31.50
This title offers everything every young fan wants to know about football - out in time for the 2010 World Cup. From the 
tactics, the teams and the triumphs, to the pitch, the players and the passion. From how it all began to why football is 
called the beautiful game, they’ll take a look at the sport today; from who’s who, to the low-down on different positions 
and formations. Learn the rules and check out the most famous clubs from around the world. 

363-365. Football Detective (Tom Palmer)  $14.95 $13.46ea
Danny is obsessed with two things: football - especially City Football Club - and investigating crimes. In the first book 
– Foul Play – he stumbles across the kidnap of his favourite player and it all starts from there.
363. Foul Play #1 364. Dead Ball  #2  365. Off Side #3 NEW

366. Foul Football.: Wicked World Cup (Michael Coleman)  $14.99 $13.50
This international guide gives football fans the coolest commentary on the brilliant Brazilians, the awesome 
Argentinians, the invincible Italians and the fantastic French. PLUS discover the secrets of wicked wonders Pel and 
Beckham, and England’s heroes of 1966. This up-to-the-minute guide is ‘dribbling’ with foul footie facts. It is the 
essential piece of kit for 2010!

367-373. Girls FC (Helen Pielichaty)  $12.95 $11.66ea
Girls FC: the best team for football and friendship.  Nine-year-old Megan Fawcett loves soccer and is desperate to 
be on her school team. She tries everything to get the coach to notice her, even wearing a tiara! But nothing works… 
Then she has a brainwave – she’ll set up her own team. An all-girls team! Now all she needs is a pitch, a coach … 
and ten other players.
367. Do Goalkeepers Wear Tiaras? #1 371. Who Ate All the Pies? #5 NEW
368. Can Ponies Take Penalties? #2 372. What’s Ukrainian for Football? #6 NEW
369. Are All Brothers Foul? #3 373. So what If I Hog the Ball? #7 NEW
370. Is An Own Goal Bad? #4

374. Goal! (Mina Javaherbin and AG Ford)  $27.95 $25.16
A lyrical, strikingly illustrated story celebrates the unifying power of soccer. In a dusty township in South Africa, Ajani 
and his friends have earned a brand-new, federation-size soccer ball. They kick. They dribble. They run. They score. 
These clever boys are football champions! But when a crew of bullies tries to steal their ball, will Ajani and his friends 
be able to beat them at their own game?

375. Kingfisher Football Encyclopedia (Clive Gifford)  $29.99 $27.00
Fully revised and updated for the 2010 World Cup and featuring a pull-out World Cup results chart, “The Kingfisher 
Football Encyclopedia” captures the triumph and despair of pivotal moments in world football. Dramatic full-spread 
photos and digital artworks recreate famous moves and goals, while each chapter includes links to stable websites, 
providing a valuable access point to databases of players, international results and club histories.

376. Lucy Zeezou’s Glamour Game (Liz Deep-Jones)  $17.95 $16.16
Lucy’s finally come clean to her parents about her football dreams, but her elation is short-lived. Her football legend 
father, Paolo, isn’t doing anything to quash rumours that he has a secret son from a past relationship. Is it game-over 
for Lucy’s parents? As if that’s not enough, Lucy’s best friend Bella is jealous that Lucy is spending so much time with 
her team mate, Max. It looks like Bella’s made friends with the school bully - and Lucy’s on-pitch rival - as revenge. 
Australian. Age 12+

377. Megs and the Wonder Strike (Neil Montagnana-Wallace) $15.99 $14.40ea
In Book 5 of the acclaimed Megs series, Edward ‘Megs’ Morrison and the Vootball Kids are confronted with issues 
both on and off the pitch that make them take a good, hard look at what they like about Vootball - and resort to some 
unusual measures to fight for it. Australian.
378. Megs and the Vootball Kids #1  380. Megs and the Crazy Legs #3 
379. Megs, Scarves and Sombreros #2  381. Megs and the Complete Left Foot #4 

382. Starting Soccer (Helen Edom)  $12.95 $11.66
This new edition has been revised to include innovative Internet links in this practical guide to soccer. It gives step-by-
step advice in a helpful and clear format, teaching all the basics from tackling to dribbling. With detailed instructions 
and clear, full-colour illustrations and photographs, this book covers everything a beginner needs to know.

383-391. The Team (David Bedford)  $10.99 $9.90ea
Just how does a team that is bottom of the league improve its position? With the help of a scientist neighbour and 
a robot named Mark1, The Team will try anything!  A re-issue of the soccer series for emerging readers aged 7-11.  
383. Football Machine, The #1  386. Superteam #4  389. Football Rules #7 
384. Top of the League #2  387. Banned #5  390. Soccer Superstars #8 
385. Soccer Camp #3  388. Masters of Soccer #6  391. World Cup Heroes #9

392-395. World Cup (Michael Hurley)  $33.95 $30.56ea
This is a brand new series offering high interest facts, statistics, photographs and features covering the 2010 World 
Cup and great World Cup stars and moments up to the present day. It includes up-to-the-minute information on the 
teams taking part in the 2010 World Cup. It provides comprehensive coverage of the World Cup and its place in 
soccer’s history and future.
392. Football’s Greatest Stars   394. World of Football  
393. Great World Cup Moments   395. World Cup 2010

396. World’s Greatest Soccer Players (Matt Doeden)  $12.95 $11.66
Kaka may be the greatest soccer player in the world. His skills are unmatched on the field. Fernando Torres can score 
goals almost at will. And players rarely get a ball past Gigi Buffon. Whether you like offense, defense, or goal tending, 
the game’s greatest stars can show you how it’s done. Produced in partnership with Sports Illustrated for Kids.

SOCCER WORLd CUP 2010 (353-396)
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397-400. Australian Habitats (Greg Pyers)  $29.95 $26.96ea
Australia has a diverse range of habitats that support a rich variety of plant and animal life. For each type of habitat, 
this series investigates: plants and animals and the ways they interact, how they have changed over time, the influence 
of people, and how we can help to conserve them. Featuring stunning photographs, maps and case studies. Suitable 
for upper primary.

397. Deserts  398. Oceans  399. Rainforests 400. Wetlands

401-408. Behind the News Topics (Various)  $29.95 $26.96ea
Ever wondered what equipment ambulance officers need to do their job? How fire-fighters are trained to put out fires? 
Or how vets are trained to operate on sick animals? Then come behind the scenes with the Behind the News Topics 
series to get the lowdown on how things work and who does what.

401. Ambulance Paramedic  403. Garbage Collector  405. Lifesaver NEW  407. Teacher
402. Doctor NEW  404. Librarian NEW  406. Police Officer  408. Vet NEW

409. Blast Lab Bright Ideas: 20 Great Science Experiments (Richard Hammond)  $35.00 $31.50
Fantastic experiments, thrilling things to make and do from Richard Hammond’s TV series Blast Lab on ABC3.  Exciting 
experiments from how to make an electromagnetic crane, to building a torch to see how light travels through jelly. Just 
like Richard Hammond’s, Blast Lab, there are lots of fun experiments to try out using everyday objects from around 
the house, but LEDs and copper wires are included to get you started. It’s a fun-filled blast from first page to last!

410. Captain Cook and the Endevour (Mike Lefroy)  $16.99 $15.30
James Cook was born to a poor family in Yorkshire, miles from the sea. Yet despite humble beginnings he went on 
to become one of history’s great maritime explorers. This is the story of Cook’s voyage as captain of the Endeavour, 
a small coal ship that travelled halfway across the world and almost didn’t make it back.

411. Count Them While You Can (Ann Bowman)  $14.99 $13.50
This is a seemingly sweet book about baby animals and their mothers. But each of the animals is listed as endangered, 
and some are already extinct in the wild. The gentle verses in the style of the children’s song ‘Over in the Meadow’ 
describe the habits of the animals, while information boxes point out the bleak facts of their near extinction.

412. Dinosaurs: Eye To Eye (Dorling Kindersley)  $29.95 $26.96
ZOOM in on the world’s most incredible dinosaurs. This books is a close encounter with the most amazing dinosaurs 
ever to walk, stalk, swim, or fly across the prehistoric planet. Every scale, fang, claw and beady dinosaur eye is shown 
here in stunning, ultra-realistic images that will make you feel like you’re really there.You’ll get a prey’s-eye view of an 
Allosaurus; take a too-close-for-comfort peek at a Tyrannosaurus’s bone-crushing jaws; and soar wing-to-wing with 
a Pterodactyl.

413. Everything On Earth: A Close-Up Look At The World (Dorling Kindersley)  $35.00 $31.50
Come on an eye-opening journey to explore the incredible natural world. Explore our planet and its wildlife – where 
you’ll meet the largest and smallest animals on earth, experience the most extreme weather, visit the deepest oceans, 
and witness the extraordinary power of volcanoes and other spectacular displays of nature.

414.  Fair Dinkum Histories Book 7 – Rockin’, Rollin’, Hair and Hippies  
(Jackie French)  $16.99 $15.30

World War II was over, and it was a good time to be Australian. Rock ‘n’ roll, television and the Olympics had come 
down under. But underneath it all was the menace of the Cold War, and then came the horrors of Korea and Vietnam. 
Why couldn’t we all just get along? Covers a pivotal time in Australia’s history, as ideologies clashed and a new national 
identity was evolving.

415-417. Let’s Go Wild (Sorrel Wilby and Michelle Pike)  $12.99 $11.70ea
A fascinating new series about the animal kingdom.  From who eats who in the wild, to how animals use their skin to 
attract, repel, hide and stay cool or warm.  It’s all here in these three new volumes.

415. Guess Who’s Coming for Dinner  416. Just for the Record 417. Skin Deep

418. Let’s Make More (Dorling Kindersley)  $19.95 $17.96
Featuring over 50 fantastic activities or ‘makes’. You can have fun creating quick ‘Minute Makes’, ‘Medium Makes’ 
and even more complex ‘Massive Makes’ from the show! Featuring all the best ‘Minute Makes’, ‘Frame Its’ and ‘Main 
Makes’ from the TV show, it is guaranteed to keep “Mister Maker” fans busy for hours.

419.  Most Brilliant, Boldly Going Book of Exploration Ever... by the Brainwaves  
(Dorling Kindersley)  $35.00 $31.50

Meet the Brainwaves, hilarious little mischief-makers who are about to take you on an incredible journey to meet a 
host of famous explorers and share their incredible discoveries!  Packed with amazing explorer facts to learn about 
timelines, and things to find you will take a journey just about everywhere, and discover everything they ever wanted 
to know about the whole world and beyond!

420-423. Murderous Maths (Kjartan Poskitt and Philip Reeve)  $14.99 $13.50ea
For readers floundering with their formulas, here are the next in the unchallenged Murderous Maths series. Using a 
host of hilarious characters, Kjartan Poskitt presents all the tricks, tips and shortcuts to maths they don’t teach at 
school.

420. Do You Feel Lucky? 422. Savage Shapes 
421. Mean and Vulgar Bits  423. Secret Life of Codes

424. Return of the Word Spy, The (Ursula Dubosarsky and Tohby Riddle)  $24.95 $22.46
In The Return of the Word Spy we continue the fascinating journey through language, with chapters on language 
families, how we learn to speak, grammar and written forms of communication. In an accessible, engaging style, 
the WORD SPY explains the meaning of nouns, verbs, pronouns, ‘dead’ languages, word origins and other wordy 
wonders.
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425. Because You Are With Me (Kylie Dunstan)  $28.99 $26.10
Can you do anything? Or do you sometimes need a bit of help from someone you love? Spend the day with a little 
girl and her daddy as they discover all the things they can achieve when they are together. Using a striking collage 
technique with lokta paper, Kylie Dunstan has created another visual masterpiece that will appeal to young readers.

426. Chill (Carol Thompson)  $24.99 $22.50
Dolly and Jack fall out over portraits they have painted of each other. They are so offended they can hardly breathe. But 
as they calm down they discover it is not their collections, or their bubble baths they love the best, but one another.

427. Crash Of Rhinos! A (Patricia Mullins)  $24.99 $22.50
A bother of blowflies, a misery of mosquitoes, a flamboyance of flamingos ... In this imaginative, colourful and energetic 
picture book, Patricia Mullins illustrates a fascinating and funny array of animal collective nouns.

428. Ginger and the Mystery Visitor (Charlotte Voake)  $27.95 $25.16
A third delightful tale about Ginger and his friends from award-winning author-illustrator Charlotte Voake. Ginger and 
the kitten are more than a little put out when a large cat appears and starts eating their dinner and sleeping in their 
bed. Who is he? The little girl wonders too and sets out to find the answer.

429. It’s Bedtime William (Deborah Niland)  $24.95 $22.46
“William, no more jumping,” says Dad. “William, it’s bedtime NOW,” says Mum. But William has other ideas, and a very 
special friend to help make this his most memorable night ever!

430. Littlest Dinosaur and The Naughty Rock, The (Michael Foreman)  $14.99 $13.50
The littlest dinosaur is in a bad mood. He sulks, shouts and throws his food on the ground. When he’s sent to the 
naughty rock, he gets a bit of a surprise and some very helpful advice on how to handle his sulkiness. A perfect book 
that will ring a bell with every family who has wrestled with a toddler’s temper.

431. Me and You (Anthony Browne)  $29.95 $26.96
Three bears decide to go out for a walk in the park while their porridge cools. Meanwhile a little girl has lost her mum 
and lost her way and is walking the streets alone, until she happens upon a house... The bears arrive home and 
discover several things are amiss... What will they find upstairs?

432. Miss Fox’s Class Earns a Field Trip (Eileen Spinelli and Anne Kennedy)  $24.95 $22.46
Miss Fox’s class is back! Now the students want to go to Roller Coaster Planet-and they are determined to earn the 
money for their trip. But each fund-raising attempt ends in disaster involving Percy P. Possum, the school’s visiting 
author. As the class pays to repair the various mishaps they cause, soon their earnings are going down, not up! Young 
readers will enjoy Eileen Spinelli’s appealing animals and Anne Kennedy’s hilarious paintings-and learn a little math 
into the bargain.

433. Nanny Goat’s Kid, The (Jeanne Willis and Tony Ross)  $32.95 $29.66
There was once a Nanny Goat who wanted kids more than anything in the world, but she couldn’t have any of her own. 
Adopting seems like the perfect solution, but the kid she adopts is different to the others in fact, he’s a tiger cub! But 
the Nanny Goat doesn’t care. When her mistrustful sisters kick her kid out of the herd, she resolutely stands by him, 
and her trust in him is repaid when he saves not just her but also his cousins from becoming a hungry tigers dinner!

434. Rat In a A Stripey Sock, A (Frances Watts and David Frances)  $24.99 $22.50
A rain-swept day... A heart-lifting flash of colour! A story about the joy to be had in life’s simplest pleasures -especially 
when they are shared- and finding happiness in the most unexpected places.

435. Shark Vs Train (Chris Barton and Tom Lichtenhelf)  $24.99 $22.50
Shark VS. Train! WHO WILL WIN?! If you think Superman vs. Batman would be an exciting matchup, wait until you 
see Shark vs. Train. In this hilarious and wacky picture book, Shark and Train egg each other on for one competition 
after another, including burping, bowling, Ping Pong, piano playing, pie eating and many more! Who do YOU think 
will win, Shark or Train? 

436. Stories From The Billabong (James Vance Marshall and Francis Firebrace)  $19.95 $17.96
From the author of Walkabout come ten of Australia’s dreaming stories, authentically and elegantly retold. Here you can 
discover how Great Mother Snake created and peopled the world with plants and creatures, what makes Frogs croak, 
why Kangaroo has a pouch, and just what it is that makes Platypus so special. The illustrations are by the aboriginal 
artist and storyteller Francis Firebrace, whose distinctive, colourful work is known throughout Australia and beyond.

437. T-Rex’s Terrible Tooth (Kathryn England and Ben Redlich)  $13.99 $12.60
This T-Rex is a fearsome carnivore until he gets a terrible pain in his tooth. What can he do? A passing brontosaurus 
comes to his rescue. But when the terrible tooth finally comes out, is it time for all the other dinosaurs to run?

438. Truth About Penguins, The (Meg McKinlay and Mark Jackson)  $27.95 $25.16
The penguins are coming and there is a great excitement at the zoo. But what’s a penguin? The animals don’t quite 
know what to expect-but they all have an opinion, each more outlandish than the last. When the truth about penguins 
is finally revealed, everyone is in for a surprise.

439. Twinkle (Nick Bland)  $24.99 $22.50
Penny is a lonely little girl who gazes out her window at night and pretends that the stars are her friends. Then, one 
night, a shooting star lands in her garden. Together, they chase the quietness away, and fill the night with giggle and 
bounce. They even share a secret or two. Before too long, Little Star has to return to the sky-with Penny’s help.

440. Unfortunately (Alan Durant and Simon Rickerty)  $28.99 $26.10
 When you are walking through the jungle, almost anything can happen. Unfortunately, sometimes it’s bad, but 
fortunately sometimes it’s good . . .Young children will love this funny and original story full of different twists and turns 
with a fabulously unexpected ending! Written by an award-winning author, the story is brought to vivid and vibrant life 
by an exciting new illustrator.

441. Vegetable Ark: A Tale of Two Brothers, The (Kim Kane and Sue DeGennaro)  $29.99 $27.00
We all know the story of Noah’s Ark. But do we? In this gleeful twist on the original tale, Noah has a brother, Neil are 
very different. Noah is wealthy and a bit of a show-off. Neil hums songs about peace. Noah brokers deals with a tense 
frown, while Neil wears his hair long and chats dreamily to pot plants. When it rains for forty days and forty nights, the 
race to find land is on: brother on brother, ark on boat, rack of lamb on bean...

442. W Is For Wombat (Bronwyn Bancroft)  $14.99 $13.50
A collection of stories taken from Possum and Wattle, providing a different experience for a younger audience. Each 
page depicts an Australian word taken from the original book. The colours, animals and words make this a perfect 
book for toddlers.
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443. Bitter Chocolate (Sally Grindley)  $15.99 $14.40
Pascal’s life is like any other boy’s as he worries about his English classes and his football skills - until the day rebels 
come to his village and everything changes.  On the run with friends, Pascal finds himself at the mercy of some tough 
events. But it is not until he ends up working in a cocoa plantation that he realises he must endeavour to find his family 
and to set himself free of his enslavement.  
444. Ghost at School - Ruby Clair #3 (Mary K Pershall)  $14.95 $13.46
Ruby begins to hear voices at school - a ghost trying to attract her attention. When the voice proclaims that Ruby’s 
grandmother killed her, Ruby must investigate what has happened and discovers that this ghost is her great 
grandmother who died giving birth to Ruby’s grandmother many years previously. This book has many exciting twists 
and suspenseful passages. A perfect combination of supernatural mystery and heartfelt storytelling.
445. Halo (Alexandra Adornetto)  $24.99 $22.50
Nothing much happens in the sleepy town of Venus Cove. That changes when three angels, Ivy, Bethany and Gabriel 
are sent from heaven to protect the town against the gathering forces of darkness.  Things come to a head when the 
angels realize they are not the only supernatural power in Venus Cove. There’s a new kid in town and he’s charming, 
seductive and deadly. The angels and school captain Xavier must work together to overcome the dark forces. Age13+
446. Hopscotch Book 2: The Golden Scarab (Ian Trevaskis)  $16.95 $15.26
The golden scarab takes Hannah and Jake back to ancient Egypt where they must fight once again to complete their 
task. After finding their way back to Pelican Bay, Jake and Hannah must play the mystical hopscotch game again. 
Sent back to ancient Egypt by Kostas, the Game Master, their journey in the time of King Thutmose leads them to 
battle ancient spirits and evil tomb raiders. 
447. Horse Who Bit a Bushranger, The (Jackie French)  $14.99 $13.50
Young Billy Marks is a pickpocket, transported to the penal colony of New South Wales. He and his mate reckon they’ll 
become bushrangers - but that’s before Billy’s had a chance to see the bush up close. And when he buys the big 
white brumby stallion, covered with scars but refusing to bend to any man’s will, he knows he made the right choice.
448. Lucy The Lie Detector (Marianne Musgrove)  $14.95 $13.46
When Lucy accidentally scratches Dad’s brand new car, one small mistake turns into an enormous fib involving Lucy’s 
best friend, Harriet, Lucy’s worst enemy, Jacinta, a telepathic camel and a guinea pig with an escape plan. Is it time for 
Lucy the Lie Detector to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth?Just like in LUCY THE GOOD, you’ll 
be snorting with laughter as you read about the irrepressible, the outrageous, the one and only . . . Lucy van Loon!
449. Marrying Ameera (Rosanne Hawke)  $16.99 $15.30
Ameera, 16, is the daughter of an Australian mother and a Pakistani father. She doesn’t realise it but her father has 
made plans to marry her off to a wealthy cousin in Pakistan. When her uncle takes her passport and return ticket away 
and confiscates her mobile phone, Ameera is trapped... Ages 14+
450. Miracle on Separation Street (Bob Graham)  $12.95 $11.66
Jack lives with his family in an unremarkable part of the city called Separation Street, with his embarrassing parents 
and his little brother, Duggie. Jack’s mum works hard to buy them a secondhand car, but one morning the family 
wake up to find it ... gone! Who took it? Mum always sees the best in everyone and won’t let it be said that it was the 
Mob, or Decco, or any of the youths who hang round their estate. Then she’s proved right - when a miracle happens.

(Includes GST)  
 (RRP)  (school)

451. At School (Kate Petty)  $27.95 $25.16
Children all around the world go to school. But the schools are often very different: some are very small, others very 
large; some have playing fields while others a simple yard; some have many students in a class, and others just a few. 
This book, perfect to share with a young child, has large clear photographs of different schools from all around the 
world. It includes a map of the world indicating the countries the photographs come from. 
452. Burke And Wills: Expedition Off The Map (Karen Tayleur and Robyn Annear)  $16.99 $15.30
On 20 August 1860, nineteen men and twenty-six camels set off from Melbourne for a journey that would take them 
northwards across Australia.Only one man ever made it back.This is the story of the Burke & Wills expedition.2010-2011 
is the 150th anniversary of the expedition.
453. Indonesia Book: A People, A Place, A Culture (Sadriani Kerta)  $16.99 $15.30
Do you know which city is referred to as ‘The Big Durian’? How about which Indonesian food was once made with 
real blood? Indonesia is our closest neighbour, made up of over seventeen thousand islands, with a population of over 
230 million people. It is a country of many languages, peoples, cultures and customs - read about all of them in The 
Indonesia Book: a people, a place, a culture.
454. Look! Really Smart Art (Gillian Wolfe)  $27.95 $25.16
In the fifth book of her outstanding, award-winning series for children on art, Gillian Wolfe explores all the tricks of 
the trade that artists use to deceive or trick the eye. The book reproduces paintings and other images which vividly 
illustrate such effects as tromp l’oeil, simulating movement, eyes following the viewer, surrealism, creating texture, 
theatrical use of light, multiple viewpoints, colour effects such as pointilism, visual suggestion and many more tricks. 
455. Our Animals (Kate Petty)  $27.95 $25.16
People all around the world keep animals for company as pets, for food (milk and meat) and clothing (wool and hair), 
and for carrying loads. Pigs, donkeys, goats and sheep are just some of the many types of animals that help us. This 
book, perfect to share with a young child, has large clear photographs of different children and their animals from all 
around the world. It includes a map of the world indicating the countries the photographs come from. 
456. Surfing Scientist: 40 Science Mind Benders (Ruben merman)  $12.99 $11.70
Riddle me this... The Surfing Scientist, Ruben Meerman, presents some fun scientific and logic riddles, puzzles and challenges for 
budding scientist. No special equipment needed; step-by-step instructions and photos provided. What are you waiting for? Get into it!
457. Usborne Children’s World Cookbook (Angela Wilkes)  $24.99 $22.50
This is an exciting new edition of the cookbook that takes adventurous cooks on a gastronomic trip around the world. 
Stylish, mouth-watering photographs will inspire readers to be adventurous with new flavours and cuisines. Different 
cooking techniques are clearly illustrated, and accompanied by information on ingredients from around the globe. Simple, 
illustrated step-by-step instructions explain exactly what cooks need to do, making each recipe 100 per cent fail-safe.
458. WOW! Human Body (Dorling Kindersley)  $35.00 $31.50
A visually amazing encyclopedia all about the human body. Crammed full of incredible stuff to dip into, from human 
DNA to our skeletons, all revealed in a fascinating, exciting, totally different way: it’s like a natural history museum, a 
search engine and the world’s biggest science lab all rolled into one.
459. WOW! Space (Dorling Kindersley)  $35.00 $31.50
A visually amazing encyclopedia all about space. Crammed full of incredible stuff to dip into, from asteroids to an 
international space station, all revealed in a fascinating, exciting, totally different way: it’s like a natural history museum, 
a search engine and our incredible universe all rolled into one.
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460-464.  Olivia (Ian Falconer)  $16.99 $15.30ea
Meet Olivia...she has painted a masterpiece, saved the circus, found her missing toy, formed a band...and still found 
time to help with Christmas!  

FREE Olivia plush toy when you purchase any 3 Olivia titles (while stocks last!)
Please note: Purchase must be of 3 different Olivia titles

460. Olivia  
461. Olivia and the Missing Toy  
462. Olivia Forms a Band 
463. Olivia Helps With Christmas  
464. Olivia Saves the Circus


